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A 2-Day adventure tour to Aral Sea, located at the boundary of Uzbekistan and Kazakhstan.
As far back as half a century it was a closed salt-water lake, the Aral Sea was in 4th place on
the area among the lakes of the world. Nearly 60,000 tons of ﬁsh were harvested annually
in the Aral Sea. The region's life was ﬂourishing. In 1960s "Co on race" required a large
amount of water. From feeding the Aral Amudarya and Syrdarya rivers a huge number of
channels were dug for co on ﬁelds irriga on. As a result, from 1961 to 1995, the sea level
has dropped by 17 meters and the shoreline has receded by 100-150 km. Now the area
became a desert, covered with alkali soils and dried seaweeds, abandoned ﬁshing
se lements. The Mar an landscape with a graveyard of ships is a silent witness to the
terrible ecologic tragedy.
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Day 1: Nukus – Kungrad – Usturt Plateau – Sudochie Lake – Aral Sea (450 km – 8 hrs)
Departure from Nukus at 8 am in the morning, to discover the Usturt Plateau and Aral
Sea life. Pass via Kungrad district which used to be one of the trading centers on the Silk
Road. Con nue to the Usturt Plateau. Stop at the Lake Sudochie, have picnic lunch. Visit
the ﬁshermen's house, old ﬁsh factory Urga. On the way visit the former Light House,
see the se lement of the gas plant. Visit airport on Usturt Plateau. Stop to take pictures
of beau ful canyons and the collapsed land. Arrive to the Aral Sea. Have a walk (1 hour)
from the camping ground to the nearby Kurgancha-Kala – an old caravan sarai hidden in
the hills of the Usturt. Dinner. Overnight in the yurt.
Day 2: Aral Sea–Muynak–Mizdak-Khan–Gyaur Qala–Nukus (400 km – 7 hrs)
Early wake up to take pictures of sunrise. Breakfast. Transfer to Muynak
village, which is known as "cemetery of ships” nowadays. Drive on the dried
bo om of the sea, pass the gas towers, arrive to Uchsai – Gas Plant. Lunch at
the guesthouse in Muynak. Visit the Ships' Graveyard, local museum, watch
the short video about Muynak life at the museum. Drive to Khodjeli city to visit
Mizdak-Khan architectural complex of the XIV C and Gyaur Qala ruins that was
destroyed by Genghis Khan. Arrive in Nukus around 5 pm.
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QUOTATION
Number of pax

With guide

Without guide

1 pax

640 USD

540 USD

2 pax

370 USD

320 USD

3 pax

260 USD

220USD

4 pax

-

180 USD

PACKAGE INCLUDES:
- Transporta on 4x4 (Toyota Land Cruiser)
- Yurt stay
- Meals (lunch-2, dinner-1, breakfast-1)
Note:
Due to weather condi ons, the tour is possible from 15 April ll 15 October.
Maximum capacity for one car is 4 pax.
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